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women in their boudoirs has been a thing for nearly 100 years. Yep -- before quick 
film developing, before digital cameras, before women could vote and, get this: 
before it was even legal! 

I'llI'll spare you all the historical details and just tell you that women have been posing 
for the camera in their sexiest lingerie (sometimes sans clothing at all!) since the early 
20th century. And, as you've seen in art class, many have posed for the paint brush and 
painter even earlier than that, as well. 

ForFor that reason, we here at Greenlite Photography consider boudoir photography a 
rite of passage; a gift to not just your significant other, but to yourself. It's a 
celebration of you, your womanhood, your beautiful body and your sense of spirit. 
Some may even think of it as an homage to the many women of all shapes and sizes 
who've posed before them. 

SinceSince 2003, Greenlite Photography has worked with all sorts of women at various 
stages of their life. We’ve done bridal boudoir photography, as soon-to-be-married 
women find photos of themselves a particularly thoughtful gift for their other half. 

That's just the beginning, though. In the past, we've done boudoir photography for 
women celebrating their new figures, women who want to give a special birthday or 
christmas gift to their partners, and women who simply feel beautiful and sexy and 
want to relish in that. 

OurOur studio prides itself in our professionalism, attention to detail, and the ability to 
make you feel absolutely at ease throughout your boudoir session. Past clients have 
expressed to us that they were nervous -- naturally! -- at the beginning, but warmed 
up quickly. We laugh, we get serious, we have fun. And we promise you this: you'll 
walk away not only feeling more confident in your own skin, but absolutely beautiful. 

ThisThis welcome packet fills you in on all the details you need to know about Greenlite 
Photography's boudoir photography packages, so keep flipping through the pages. If 
you've got more questions, don't hesitate to shoot us an email or give us a ring.
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You didn't think we were going to leave you hanging, did you? No way! Half 
the fun of a boudoir session at Greenlite Photography is the part where you 
get pampered! 

We bring in our professional, experienced hair and makeup artist to get you 
looking -- and feeling -- absolutely gorgeous from head to toe. This is a 
complimentary service that's included in your package.

OurOur hair person will connect with you shortly before your session to 
brainstorm a few ideas or see what you're thinking in terms of hairstyles. 
From there, you'll work together to come up with the most flattering 
hairstyle for the shoot. We promise those tresses will be ultra glossy and 
nothing short of perfect. 

AsAs for makeup, our artist is all about emphasizing all your gorgeous features 
without overdoing it. Based on the theme or vibe of your boudoir session, 
she'll work with you to create the best look. She always brings lots of 
goodies, so you'll have plenty of flexibility.

glam you up!LET US

Chances are you probably have a general idea 
about what boudoir photography is, but here's 
your chance to learn all the details. 

Let'sLet's start with the word "boudoir" itself. Boudoir is 
a French word that literally translates to 
"bedroom" or "sitting room." In other words, the 
photographs are taken in a private space, typically 
somewhere with a bed, chaise, or settee for the 
woman to lie down on. We do many of our boudoir 
sessions in hotel rooms, but we also have props and 
furniturefurniture in our studio and can come to your choice 
location as well. 

As you likely know, these pictures taken in a 
women's boudoir are often provocative. It's just the 
mood that gets set when a woman's wearing 
lingerie or is striking sexy poses! Do note, however, 
that there's a difference between provocative, 
inherent sexiness, and tacky or overtly risque. 
We're all about bringing out a woman's wiles and 
showcasingshowcasing her face and figure and never push 
things overboard. We keep it ultra classy, ladies.

What you wear in your boudoir session depends 
entirely on what you feel comfortable with. We've 
done everything from retro pin-up style boudoir 
photos to powerful dominatrix-inspired themes. At 
Greenlite Photography, we don't shoot fully nude 
photographs, but sometimes nudity is implied 
based on the way you're posed or the way a bed 
sheetsheet is draped over you. Of course, we only shoot 
what you're comfortable with. 

In short: boudoir photography is an opportunity to 
capture sensuous images of yourself for yourself. 
And your significant other may want to take a 
peek, too…
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WHAT SHOULD I BRING TO MY BOUDOIR SESSION?
For our normal sessions, we suggest two different outfits, three if you're 
feeling it, and any props you may want to incorporate. Props run the gamut 
from hair accessories to masquerade masks. If you want some ideas, let's talk!

DO YOU DO OUTDOOR BOUDOIR SESSIONS?
AtAt this time, we only do outdoor boudoir sessions if they take place on your 
private property in a secluded area where nobody can see. We do this to 

protect you and us.

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO GET MY PHOTOGRAPHS BACK? 
We work to have your images to you within four to six weeks of your session 

date. This includes album orders.

DO I HAVE CONTROL OVER WHO SEES MY IMAGES? 
AbsolutelAbsolutely. When you book a session, we'll discuss all of this. We respect your 
wishes and won't post or share any images if you prefer they stay private. 

I'M REALLY NERVOUS. IS THAT NORMAL?
It is definitely normal to be nervous for your boudoir session, so don't worry. 
In fact, I'd wager that about 99% of our clients are nervous when they first 
get started. However, within five or ten minutes of the session, most women 

not only feel comfortable, but confident and beautiful. 

HOW DO I KNOW HOW TO POSE?
WWe've totally got you covered there. We know all the tips and tricks to create 
the most flattering angles for women of all shapes and sizes. Don't you worry 
about posing, we'll help you pose everything from your toes to your chin.

I WANT TO SHARE THESE PICTURES WITH MY PARTNER, BUT I DON'T 
WANT LOOSE PRINTS FLOATING AROUND. ANY IDEAS FOR THE BEST GIFT?
This is a common concern and we totally get it.  We suggest our little black 
book, which is discreet and keeps all of the images in one place. 

Ask about many other options from lock boxes to custom USB drives. Ask about many other options from lock boxes to custom USB drives. 

AM I ALLOWED TO BRING ALCOHOL TO HELP LOOSEN MY NERVES?
If you're over 21, we are A-OK with you bringing a drink. We also provide a 
small bottle of champagne complete with fancy champagne glass. 

QA
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boudoir mini session pricing
Our boudoir mini sessions cost $200 and last for 30 minutes. Each mini 
session includes hair and makeup and 5 digital negatives. We require 
a 50% deposit to lock in your session and the remaining 50% one 
week prior to the shoot. Session pricing and products can vary, details 
are advertised per event.

TheseThese popular mini boudoir sessions do tend to sell out quickly. Keep 
an eye on our Facebook page for updates and call or email to schedule 
early. You can also subscribe to our newsletter to receive important info 
on our minis and other stuff. 

Our clients have been asking for it for a long time, so we finally 
went for it: mini boudoir sessions! We'll wait for a second while the 
cheering subsides. Seriously though, these have been such a hit 
and way more fun that we ever even imagined. 

SoSo here's how it goes: typically, we'll use a fully stocked studio or 
rent a super glammed out hotel room (or something similar and 
private) and schedule anywhere from five to twenty mini boudoir 
sessions over the course of the weekend. This, of course, depends 
on demand, but we usually end up making a weekend out of it and 
photograph seven to 10 women each day. 

EachEach mini session lasts for 20 - 30 minutes, which gives you enough 
time to warm up and get comfortable in your skin. Because we're 
shooting all of the minis in one location, we do try to choose a 
space that's versatile in terms of styling. That means you'll have a 
little more freedom when it comes to the outfits you wear and vibe 
you want to create, as opposed to mini sessions with a singular 
theme that are already planned out for you ahead of time.

ThirtyThirty minutes to an hour before your mini session, you'll meet 
with our hair and makeup artists to get you glammed up. We just 
ask that you come with dry hair and a naked face so we can 
maximize our time! 

boudoir sessionsMINI
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228-334-4472
greenlitephoto@gmail.com

www.greenlitephoto.com

Brent Fontenot


